Evaluation of irrational individual investors’ behavior driving factors in Lithuania

In the article individual investors’ irrational behavior is analyzed and the major factors, influencing it are presented. Based on the results of the research made in Lithuania, authors conclude, that Lithuanian individual investors suffer from basic biases such as overconfidence, anchoring, mental accounting, herd behavior, confirmation and overreaction. In the article authors present research results, which allow to conclude, that psychological factors of investors’ behavior impact investment decision-making and course irrational behavior of individual investors in the financial market.
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Introduction

Financial markets are complex and as it turned out during the financial crises, almost unpredictable. Modeling behavior of these markets participants is even more challenging. Classical financial theories some time can’t explain market fluctuations, so this prompted the authors of the paper to explore the cognitive psychology and analyze the irrational and illogical behaviors of investors in order to find out the real impact factors that influence the behavior of individual investors in Lithuanian stock market.

But can psychology really help us understand financial markets? Does it provide us
with hands-on stock picking strategies? Behavioral finance theorists suggest that it can and provide a couple key concepts (biases) that contribute to irrational financial decision making: Anchoring, Mental Accounting, Confirmation and Hindsight Bias, Gambler’s Fallacy, Herd Behavior, Overconfidence, Overreaction and Availability Bias, Prospect Theory.

In the context of today’s global crises to explain market behavior properly is very important. Academics and finance professionals are making attempts to identify and to evaluate the real influence of the psychological factors on investment decision making and behavioral financial and investment models become important scientific research object.

Investors’ decision-making biases were investigated in numerous recent empirical researches by S. D. Campbell, S. A. Sharpe (2007); S. S. Lim (2006); D. Laibson, B. C. Madrian (2008); L. Cen, K. Wei, J. Zhang (2009); M. Glaser, M. Weber (2007); T. Oberlechner, C. L. Osler (2008); S. Pouget, S. Villeneuve (2009); B. Biais, M. Weber (2008); R. Decourt, A. Accorsì, J. Neto (2007); M. Johnsson, H. Lindblom, P. Platan (2002) and others. But the problem – does the market has a mood and how it influence its participants behavior and investment decision making - still lies because of the complexity of the financial market and human nature of its participants. It is important to mention that previously mentioned researches usually analyzed one or a couple of presented biases. Of course, this allows evaluating different aspects of its manifestations and make assumptions regarding the investors’ behavior in one or another situation, but the results reflect only one or another psychological factor influencing investors’ behavior thus in the reality the set of such factors exists.

The methodological approach of different authors is very similar: the main methods used in their researches are questionnaire and interview of the investors, but the target groups of investors are selected differently: starting from the beginners (or future investors) and sometimes extending the research by involving actively trading investors. As far as the results of all mentioned researches are very different, it is possible to conclude that the influence of psychological biases on different groups of investors depends on the target group of respondents and both cultural, economic differences in the region, where the survey was held. This enables to make an assumption that in Lithuania we could see some differences of biases impact in comparison to the other regions.

Also the authors of this paper make an attempt to investigate and consider investor behavior as a consequent of impact that all biases could make together and present the complex review of psychological biases influencing investors in Lithuania. Of course, this influence is difficult to evaluate quantifiable, but wide look on major biases that investors face could help to see the general tendencies and conclude about the factors which effect on investors behavior is the greatest. Authors of the paper assume, that psychology and rational arguments in investment decision making are equally important and make an attempt to check this hypothesis through empirical research of individual investors acting on Lithuanian stock market.

The aim of this paper is to identify and discuss factors that influence the individual investors’ decision making and course their irrational behavior on the financial market in Lithuania.

In order to achieve this aim, the following research tasks have been set up to:
Overview the methodology and results of the researches made in this field previously;

briefly present the methodology of research made by the authors of the paper;

identify the biases that influence the behavior of individual investors in Lithuanian financial market;

generalize the results of investigation and present its main findings.

The methods of analysis, systematization of scientific literature, generalization, survey, analysis and graphical presentation of data were used in this research. The main method used to identify basic biases influencing the behaviors of individual investors is survey based on the questionnaire. All data collected was processed – its grouping and comparing were made - using Excel.

Methodological aspects and results of current researches on irrational behavior of investors

The analyses of researches already made in the field of investors behavior and its basic biases showed that questionnaire and interview are the most frequently used methods. But the selection of target groups is very different: starting from students (as potential future investors), the beginners, actively trading individual investors and even managers of investment funds. Of course, the target group influences the results of the researches and sometimes comparing them, it is possible to find more differences than similarities. Thus, it could be useful to present briefly, but purposefully the methodological aspects and the results achieved by the other researchers.

S. D. Campbell, S. A. Sharpe (2007) analyzed whether expert consensus forecasts of monthly economic releases from Money Market Services surveys from 1990–2006 have a tendency to be systematically biased toward the value of previous months’ data releases. Researchers found significant evidence for the anchoring hypothesis; consensus forecasts are biased towards the values of previous months’ data releases, which in some cases results in sizable predictable forecast errors. According to the results, bond yields react only to the residual, or unpredictable, component of the surprise and not to the expected piece of the forecast error apparently induced by anchoring. This suggests market participants anticipate the anchoring bias embedded in expert forecasts.

Recent studies have argued that prospect theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) and mental accounting (Thaler, 1985) provide possible explanations for investor behavior (e.g., the disposition effect) and for outstanding asset pricing anomalies such as the equity premium puzzle, the value premium, and the momentum effect. However, there are relatively few empirical tests on whether and to what extent mental accounting affects investor decisions. S. S. Lim (2006) tests the effects of mental accounting on investor trading decisions, which provides more direct insight into whether the joint implications of mental accounting and prospect theory provide plausible explanations for capital market anomalies.

According to L. Cen, K. Wei, J. Zhang (2009) anchoring describes the fact that in forming numerical estimates of uncertain quantities, adjustments in assessments away from an arbitrary initial value are often insufficient. Researchers show that this cognitive bias has significant economic consequences for the efficiency of financial markets and found that analysts make optimistic (pessimistic) forecasts when a firm’s
forecast earnings per share (FEPS) is lower (higher) than the industry median.

M. Glaser and M. Weber (2007) use theoretical models which predict that overconfident investors trade more than rational investors. They directly tested this hypothesis by correlating individual overconfidence scores with several measures of trading volume of individual investors. According to researchers’ results investors who think that they are above average in terms of investment skills or past performance (but who did not have above average performance in the past) trade more.

T. Oberlechner and C. L. Osler (2008) showed that people tend to be overconfident in two dimensions: they underestimate uncertainty and overestimate their own abilities. Researchers studied overconfidence because this specific departure from rationality has been the subject of substantial research showing that overconfidence could lead to severe distortions in asset prices and provided evidence that foreign exchange dealers are likewise overconfident in both dimensions. Further, the widespread human tendency towards overconfidence is one of the strongest findings in psychology. This evidence provides an objective basis for identifying a specific departure of potential economic significance, thus addressing a common concern. The results indicate that currency dealers exhibit the same clear, strong tendencies to overconfidence documented among other groups.

S. Pouget and S. Villeneuve (2009) proposed a theory of financial markets that incorporates one of these information processing biases, namely the confirmation bias. A person prone to the confirmation bias tends to interpret new evidence as consistent with his or her prior views. In our framework, this bias creates differences of opinion between rational arbitrageurs and biased traders over the interpretation of public information.

R. Decourt, A. Accorsi, J. Neto (2007) implemented investment simulations with Brazilian MBA students and physicians, indicating that the process of making investment decisions is based on the “Behavioral Economics” theory which uses the fundamental aspects of the Prospect Theory developed by D. Kahneman and A. Tversky (1979). The following effects have been tested and identified using an investment simulator over the Internet: 1) endowment, that makes the participants not to sell the received assets, no matter if better investment options are available; 2) the disposition effect, that refers to the pattern that people avoid realizing paper losses and seek to realize gains; 3) fear of regret, that makes the participant invest in rejected assets in the past that had good valorization and 4) framing, that modifies the investment decision depending on the perspective given to the problem.

M. Johnsson, H. Lindblom, P. Platan (2002) investigated how private as well as institutional investors have changed their investment behavior as a consequence of the speculative bubble during the period from Fall 1998 to March 2000. The empirical research was based on a questionnaire directed towards active private investors in Sweden, more specifically members of the Aktiespararna Association, and institutional investors mainly resident in southern Sweden. The results obtained suggest that the behavior of market participants during the speculative bubble was to some extent irrational and that the composition of investments has changed as a consequence of the speculative bubble. The results show that the fall in market values after March
2000 was mainly due to earnings and profitability of companies, or a lack thereof.

H. Shefrin (2000) reports that the reluctance to realize losses constitutes a self-control problem; he describes professional traders who are very prone to let their losses “ride”. It is the control of losses that constitutes the essential problem. The traders’ problem was to exhibit sufficient self-control to close accounts at a loss even though they were clearly aware that riding losses was not rational. Self-control is also exhibited in the dividends puzzle.

The key behavioral factor and perhaps the most robust finding in the psychology of judgment needed to understand market anomalies is overconfidence. People tend to exaggerate their talents and underestimate the likelihood of bad outcomes over which they have no control. A surprising aspect is the relationship between overconfidence and competence. J. G. March and Z. Shapira (1987) showed that managers overestimate the probability of success in particular when they think of themselves as experts.

J. Montier (2006) in his study “Behaving Badly” found that 74% of professional fund managers surveyed believed that they had delivered above-average job performance. Of course, overconfidence (i.e., overestimating or exaggerating one’s ability to successfully perform a particular task) is not a trait that applies only to fund managers.

Recent empirical research in finance (Barberis, 1998) has uncovered two families of pervasive regularities: underreaction of stock prices to news such as earnings announcements, and overreaction of stock prices to a series of good or bad news. The underreaction evidence shows that over horizons of one to twelve months, security prices under react to news. As a consequence, news is incorporated only slowly into prices, which tend to exhibit positive autocorrelations over these horizons. The underreaction evidence in particular is consistent with conservatism. Conservatism refers to a phenomenon according to which people mistrust new data and gives too much weight to prior probabilities of events in a given situation.

Summarizing the key findings of above presented researches it is possible to conclude that survey based on questionnaire is a suitable method to evaluate the effect of different biases on individual investors’ behavior. But attempts to see the overall situation on the market (taking into consideration more than 1-2 biases) could be useful. Even more, analyses of Lithuanian financial market and the comparison of its behavior with the findings made during analyses of markets in other countries could show the similarities and differences of irrational behavior under the influence of different biases. So, it is evident, that a complex study of individual investors acting in Lithuanian market held by the authors of the paper could contribute to the understanding of general situation and allow making predictions of investors’ behavior in the future. In the section below the methodology of the research is presented.

Methodology of research on irrationality of individual investors in Lithuania

The research of Lithuanian investors’ behavior was divided and held in 2 stages.

During the first stage for the investigation of irrationality of individual investors pilot research was made. The target of the research was to identify the influence of Anchoring, Mental accounting, Confirmation
and Hindsight Bias, Gambler's Fallacy, Herd Behavior, Overconfidence, Overreaction and Availability Bias, Prospect Theory to the individual investors of Lithuania. For this purpose the authors of the paper used the questionnaire prepared by combining possible influence of these biases into closed-end questions without stating the bias itself. Each question was compounded to evaluate one specific bias and at the final stage of the questionnaire the investor was ask to identify himself/herself. During the research the survey target group of actively trading Lithuanian individual investors (20 people) was considered. The results of the pilot research showed that individual investors in Lithuania suffer from the majority of biases, such as anchoring, mental accounting, confirmation and hindsight bias, herd behavior, overconfidence, overreaction and availability bias.

During the second stage after the evaluation of the results of the pilot research in the first stage, necessary changes in the questionnaire were made and survey was broaden to more than 5000 individual investors invited to take part in the research. As the target group of the research were actively trading investors, the questionnaire was send to the Lithuanian Association of Financial Analysts (it unites 90 members and the majority of them are investors) and to the journal “Invest”, which edition in 2011 is 5000 copies. The editorial office of this journal collaborated with the authors of the research by distributing the link to the questionnaire among the subscribers and placed the questionnaire on their page in Facebook. This helps the researchers to insure the complex approach of individual investors.

Survey was held in March-April 2011. 394 individual investors filled the questionnaire completely. Taking into consideration the requirements insuring the validity for such researches (reliability 99 % and error 10%), they all were completed, the results are statistically significant and reflect current situation in Lithuanian financial market.

After the medication of pilot research questionnaire, the survey form consisted of 3 basic parts:

- identification of the respondent as investor (investors were asked to specify their investing experience, their investing skills, investing results and their attitude towards risk, name the markets where they invest most);
- investors' situation evaluation and behavior preferences (investors were asked to select the answer from the list that illustrates the most possible behavior and valuation of the current situation);
- investors' personal identification (investors were asked to present themselves (their age, sex, education, current employment and marital status).

Final questionnaire allowed deeper evaluation of investors’ behavior with an intension to analyze how these above mentioned personal characteristics could influence their decision-making.

The total number of questions in the survey was 25 and individual investors were asked to answer them online by providing a link to the questionnaire. This allowed insuring anonymity and the safety of data provided by investors. The questionnaire in Lithuanian is available at http://www.apklausa.lt/f/iracionalia-investuotoju-elgsena-formuojanciu-veiksniu-tyrimas-lw8asug/answers/new.fullpage.

The data collected was processed by Excel and the basic findings are presented in the next section.
Results of research on irrationality of individual investors in Lithuania

During the research held the major findings of pilot research were proved. Speaking about the influence of personal characteristics on individual investors’ behavior and decision-making the main conclusions are the following:

– The most overconfident investors are women (33.33% of women think that their investment skills are good). Also the direct connection between the investment experience and influence of overconfidence was noticed (the more experience investor has, the more overconfident he/she is. 80% of investors who have more than 5 years trading experience believe that their investment skills are good or very good). It is interesting, that 55.55% investors who have economic-finance education say that their investment skills are good or very good. So, it is possible to conclude, that education and experience give the background for overconfidence bias to appear (Figure 1).

– The most risky investors are the beginners. 90.91% of investors mark that they are willing to take risk (Figure 2). 83.33% of investors at the age 30–45 years are ready to take risk. Single people (Figure 3) are also more risky than married (80% of single people would accept to take risk).

![Fig. 1. Self-evaluation of respondents’ investment skills](image1)

![Fig. 2. Individual investors’ attitude towards risk according to the investment experience](image2)
Though self-evaluation of investors shows that the majority of them are risk-takers, answering the questions about investment choice, 83,33 % of women would diversify their investment instead of investing in a particular share. The tendency to minimize risk is seen from the investors’ behavior in choosing investment fund according to its activity report results. 61,76 % of investors prefer to get all available information about the fund. 7,14 % of men think that 1-3 years results are enough to make the choice. About one third of investors (32,35%) prefer to evaluate 5 years results.

47,06 % of investors notice the influence of their mood on their investment decisions (Figure 4). 44,12 % didn't notice the connection between the mood and the decisions made. Only 8,82 % of investors think that their mood doesn't influence their decisions.

The strongest factors (Figure 5) that could influence the investors’ mood turn to be mass media (55,56%), weather conditions (24,44%) and results of sport competitions (13,33%).

During the financial crises 26,47 % of researched investors managed to get profit, 41,18 % faced loses. 11,76 % of investors didn't notices the connection between the crises and their investment results. 20,59 % of investors are sure, that crises didn't influence their investment results (Figure 6).

Summing up the results, the authors could conclude, that investing without
emotion is easier to say than to do, especially because of the uncertainty, which rules the market. The research showed only basic trends and tendencies. The research method – the closed-end questionnaire is suitable for the evaluation of biases impact on individual investors, that is why the research could be extended and target group of beginners could be tested. As far as researches on individual investors’ irrational behavior were not previously held in Lithuania and other Baltic countries, the research could be extended to Latvia and Estonia. Evaluation of similarities and differences that psychological biases course, could contribute to the better understanding of individual investors decision making. The investors could also benefit from the results of the research, as understanding of major biases that they usually face, could significantly contribute to their portfolio performance.

Conclusions

The major biases that could influence the behavior of individual investors are the following: Anchoring, Mental accounting, Confirmation and Hindsight Bias,
Gambler’s Fallacy, Herd Behavior, Overconfidence, Overreaction and Availability Bias.

The analyses of methodologies of current researches made by other authors showed that on a regular bases the researches select one or a couple of biases and evaluate different aspects of its manifestations and make assumptions regarding the investors behavior in one or another situation. This allows to see the “picture” but doesn’t answer the question whether rationality is of prime importance making investment decisions and doesn’t allow to discuss the possibilities of influence of psychological factors on the financial market participants. So, the complex research held by the authors of the paper contributed to the understanding of general situation of Lithuanian stock market.

In order to analyze the tendencies of Lithuanian stock market, the questionnaire was prepared and distributed among individual investors of Lithuania. The questionnaire was distributed among members of Lithuanian association of financial analysts and with the help of editorial office of investors’ magazine “Invest” among its subscribers and readers. The authors combined psychological biases into closed-end questions without stating the bias itself and check whether the investors felt the influence or not.

According to the results, women are more overconfident investors than men. Also the direct connection between the investment experience and influence of overconfidence was notice (the more experience investor has, the more overconfident he/she is). It is interesting, that investors who have economic-finance education say that their investment skills are good or very good. So, it is possible to conclude, that education and experience give the background for overconfidence bias to appear. The most risky investors are the beginners and investors at the age 30-45 years. Single people are also more risky than married. Almost a half of researched investors notice the influence of their mood on their investment decision. The strongest factors that could influence the investors’ mood turn to be mass media information, weather conditions and results of sport competitions.

The results of the research showed that individual investors in Lithuania suffer from all basic biases, but overconfidence, anchoring, mental accounting and herd behavior make the strongest influence to their financial decision-making process.
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Dauguma klasikinių finansinių teorijų ir modelių remiasi priealaidami apie racionalią investuotojų elgseną rinkoje. Bet ar tai tikriųjų ši elgsena yra racionali?


Straipsnyje pristatomos Lietuvos individualių investuotojų elgsenos tyrimo rezultatai. Šio tyrimo tikslas – parodyti, jog psichologiniai veiksmai gali turėti įtakos elgsenai ir priimamam investavimui sprendimams. Pastaraisiais metais atlikta įvairių autorių tyrimų metodikų analizė parodė, kad, kaip taisyklingai, priėmiant sprendimus, ir koks yra psichologinių veiksnių poveikis finansų rinkose dalyvių elgsena.


Straipsnyje autorės pristato tyrimo rezultatus, kurie leidžia teigti, jog psichologiniai investuotojų elgsenos veiksmai veikia jų investavimo sprendimų priėmimą ir sąlygoja individualių investuotojų iracionalių elgseną finansų rinkose.

Tyrimo metu buvo nustatyta, kad moterys yra labiau pasitikinčios savimi investuotojo nei vyrai. Taip pat buvo pastebėtas tiesioginis tryšys tarp investavimo patirties ir per didelio pasitikėjimo savimi pasireiškimą (kuo daugiau patirties turi investuotojas, tuo mažiau per didelio pasitikėjimo). Įdomu ir tai, kad investuotojai, turinčių ekonominę ir finansinę įtaką savimi investuotojai, susidalauja savimi ir pasižymi kuo mažiau investavimo sprendimą priėmiant, tuo mažiau per didelio pasitikėjimo savimi pasireiškia.

Tyrimo metu buvo nustatyta, kad moterys yra labiau pasitikinčios savimi investuotojo nei vyrai. Taip pat buvo pastebėtas tiesioginis tryšys tarp investavimo patirties ir per didelio pasitikėjimo savimi pasireiškimą (kuo daugiau patirties turi investuotojas, tuo mažiau per didelio pasitikėjimo savimi pasireiškia).

Struktūra

S A N T R A U K A


Straipsnyje pristatomos Lietuvos individualių investuotojų elgsenos tyrimo rezultatai. Šio tyrimo tikslas – parodyti, jog psichologiniai veiksmai gali turėti įtakos elgsenai ir priimamam investavimui sprendimams. Pastaraisiais metais atlikta įvairių autorių tyrimų metodikų analizė parodė, kad, kaip taisyklingai, priėmiant sprendimus, ir koks yra psichologinių veiksnių poveikis finansų rinkos dalyvių elgsena.


Straipsnyje autorės pristato tyrimo rezultatus, kurie leidžia teigti, jog psichologiniai investuotojų elgsenos veiksmai veikia jų investavimo sprendimų priėmimą ir sąlygoja individualių investuotojų iracionalių elgseną finansų rinkose.